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Abstract: Uncontrolled illumination is one of the most widely researched and most encountered face recognition
challenges in recent years. In this study, the authors propose the division of algorithms into two categories: (i)
relighting and (ii) unlighting. Relighting methods try to match the probe’s illumination conditions using a subset of
representative gallery images, while unlighting methods seek to suppress the variations. A total of 64 state-of-the-art
methods are summarised and categorised in each of the groups. To make this work concise and easy to follow, they
restricted themselves to selected conferences/journals and they limited the number of approaches reviewed. Also,
eight past state-of-the-art approaches are used in both identification and verification experiments. However, only
significant reported results from all methods were compared and organised in tables. The author’s main objective is
not to provide an exhaustive analysis of each category, but to present a collection of papers that can be useful in
identifying research directions. Results indicate that unlighting methods are a better and a practical solution to address
illumination challenges.
1 Introduction

In the last 30 years, much interest and research have been focused on
the field of face recognition. This has resulted in a growing number
of face recognition methods and techniques to increase the accuracy
and robustness of existing systems. Currently, recognising faces have
a good potential in a wide range of important applications which are
critical, such as public security, law enforcement and commercial
contexts [1]. As a result, we have reached the point where face
recognition systems perform well under controlled settings.
However, applications require systems capable of handling a
variety of conditions which, many times, are not controlled. It is
well known in the face recognition community that illumination
variations in a face image affect classification error in a more
significant manner than the effect caused by having different
subjects in a database [2]. For example, in Fig. 1, the images in a
row represent different subjects under the same illumination, while
the images in a column present illumination variations. Scores are
calculated for each pair of images using principal component
analysis (PCA) and correlation distance. Scores closest to zero
indicate higher similarity between face images and have been
highlighted to represent the prediction of the system. However,
none of the predictions truly identify the subject, which
corroborates that illumination variations are more significant than
the differences manifested in the facial features of different
individuals.

Changing light intensity level or light source direction is a
challenging problem in which researchers have focused their
efforts using varied approaches. Previous surveys [3, 4] have
proposed a division of illumination algorithms into three major
groups according to their objective: illumination normalisation,
illumination-invariant feature extraction and illumination
modelling. Illumination normalisation approaches aim to
compensate for variations in a way that the output is still a face
image with a stable representation free of illumination effects. On
the other hand, illumination-invariant feature extraction methods
achieve robustness by computing features or face representations
that are unaffected under different lighting conditions. The last
category handles illumination by constructing a global face
model from a set of different images obtained under varied
illumination. However, researchers have started to combine
methods from these categories in such a way that it is now
difficult to separate illumination normalisation from
illumination-invariant or illumination modelling methods. To
overcome these limitations, we propose a new classification to
address illumination approaches: (i) relighting-based and (ii)
unlighting-based methods. These groups were initially introduced
by Zhao et al. [5] only for illumination normalisation methods
and, in our opinion, their concept provides a deeper understanding
of the desired result than the previous categorisations. Relighting
methods are subdivided into (i) bootstrap-based and (ii)
dictionary-based algorithms. Similarly, unlighting methods are
subdivided according to their main objective: (i)
photometric-based and (ii) feature-based algorithms (Fig. 2).

Our contributions include: (i) review and summary of 64
state-of-the-art methods for the period 2011–2014 to update the
information included in these surveys [3, 6, 7]; (ii) review and
summary of eight approaches that were state-of-the-art prior to
2011 (to maintain a connection with how illumination was handled
previously); (iii) results on visual quality assessment, identification
and verification; (iv) focus on multiple algorithms’ areas and
objectives, unlike previous surveys [4, 8–10] which does not
provide a complete overview of the literature; and (v) a summary
of the most important illumination face recognition databases.
These contributions can assist researchers in finding the correct
context within the literature or serve as a complementary baseline
to compare with appropriate methods. To make this work concise
and easy to follow, we restricted ourselves to selected conferences/
journals and we limited the number of new approaches reviewed
in 64. Although the number of algorithms found in the literature
can easily be doubled, we selected the most important, based on
our experience, that cover different styles of dealing with
illumination problems. To present significant conclusions, not all
the methods were used for experimental evaluation. Only those
that excel in terms of performance or provide useful information
were taken into consideration. In Table 1, the number of methods
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Fig. 1 Gallery-probe correlation distance
reviewed in each proposed category and the most important journals/
conferences for this research area are presented. It is important to
clarify that our main objective is not to provide an exhaustive
analysis of each category. Rather, we present a collection of papers
that can be useful in identifying research directions. Additionally,
we added a list of keywords used to determine the relevance of
papers related to the topic of face recognition with different
lighting conditions.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2
summarises past state-of-the-art approaches. Sections 3 and 4
explain relighting and unlighting methods in detail. Section 5
provides a comparative table of relighting and unlighting
algorithms. Section 6 reviews the most important face databases.
Section 7 outlines the experimental results, and Section 8 the final
conclusions.
Fig. 2 Proposed hierarchical categorisation of recent illumination methods
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2 Overview of past approaches

Face verification and identification approaches dealing with uneven
illumination have begun to obtain satisfactory performance under
special assumptions and parameters. For example, it has been
demonstrated [11] that there are no illumination-invariant
representations that can guarantee immunity to illumination
variations. However, it has been confirmed [12] that there are
features less sensitive to lighting conditions. Also, face modelling
can obtain outstanding performance, but impose high
computational load or the requirement of several images for
training under all possible lighting conditions. In this section,
algorithms published prior to 2011 addressing illumination
problems are reviewed. It is important to note that all the research
directions mentioned represent valid efforts in dealing with
illumination variations. We summarise past approaches that have
been considered state-of-the-art [7, 8] in terms of efficiency and
accuracy.
2.1 Photometric normalisation techniques

An approach addressing illumination variations at the preprocessing
stage and based on the retinex theory [13] falls under the category of
photometric normalisation techniques. The retinex theory, derived
from the words ‘retina’ and ‘cortex’, indicates that the scene
radiance, I, is proportional to the product of the luminance, L, and
the reflectance of the surface, R, as follows

I = R · L (1)

In other words, the perceived colour of objects in a natural scene has
a correlation with the reflectance, which remains relatively constant
under varying illumination conditions. Photometric normalisation
algorithms have gained more attention because of their low
computational load and the lack of requirements for a special
IET Comput. Vis., pp. 1–15
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Table 1 Number of methods reviewed (top) and the list of journals/conferences used for identifying face recognition methods that address illumination
problems (bottom)

Relighting Unlighting

bootstrap-based dictionary-based photometric-based feature-based
7 4 30 23

Journals Conferences

IET Computer Vision IEEE Conf. on Computer Vision and Pattern
Recognition

IET Image Processing IEEE Conf. on Biometrics
IEEE Trans. on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics IEEE Conf. on Signal and Image Processing

Applications
IEEE Trans. on Pattern Analysis and Mach.
Intelligence

IEEE Conf. on Image Processing

Pattern Recognition IEEE Conf. on Automatic Face and Gesture
Recognition

Journal of Mach. Learning and Cybernetics IEEE Conf. on Recent Advances in Information
Technology

Journal of Pattern Recognition and Artificial
Intelligence

IEEE Conf. Asia-Pacific Signal and Inf. Processing
Assoc.

Machine Vision and Applications European Conf. on Computer Vision
Signal Processing SPIE Conf. on Digital Image Processing

Keywords: Face, recognition, illumination, normalization, lighting, compensation, reflectance, preprocessing.
training image set. We present the most promising photometric
normalisation methods, which are consistent with previous survey
articles [7, 14, 15].

2.1.1 Single scale retinex (SSR): SSR, proposed by Jobson
et al. [16], is one of the simplest approaches derived from (1). The
main idea is that the lightness values are obtained by subtracting a
blurred version of the input image from the original image. Hence,
SSR can be implemented using the following equation

R(x, y) = log [I(x, y)]− log [F(x, y) ∗ I(x, y)] (2)

where * indicates convolution and F(x, y) a linear filter with
Gaussian kernel. SSR is part of the centre/surround retinex
algorithms where each output is determined by the centre pixel
value and its neighbourhood.

2.1.2 Multiscale retinex (MR): Images with large illumination
discontinuities are susceptible to halo effects after being processed
by the SSR approach. To overcome this problem, Rahman et al.
[17] presented an extension of the SSR algorithm called multiscale
retinex. MR outputs a combination of images produced by SSR
but with different Gaussian widths. Reflectance in MR approach is
defined by

R(x, y) =
∑N
n=1

vn log [I(x, y)]− log [F(x, y) ∗ I(x, y)]{ }
(3)

where
∑N

n=1 vn represents the weighted sum of Gaussian filters with
different scales N and a weighting factor ωn.

2.1.3 Self-quotient image (SQI): The SQI approach was
introduced by Wang et al. [18] to overcome the drawbacks of the
quotient image method previously presented by Shashua and
Riklin-Raviv [19] for recognition with varying illumination. The
main contribution is that it requires only a single image for each
individual and no image registration [20]. The SQI Q(x, y) is then
defined as

Q(x, y) = I(x, y)

F(x, y)∗I(x, y) ≃ R(x, y) (4)

where * represents convolution and F(x, y) a low-pass filter. The
low-pass filter is usually a smoothing kernel function such as a
Gaussian filter.
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2.1.4 Discrete cosine transform (DCT)-based
normalisation: The DCT has been used in different
applications of image processing and signal analysis because of its
ability to compress most of the signal information in a relatively
low number of coefficients [21]. Thus, applying the DCT to
images in face recognition has given satisfactory results. Chen
et al. [22] first proposed a method to remove illumination using
the DCT coefficients. The technique is mainly based on the fact
that illumination changes are related to the low-frequency
component. First, the logarithm of the input image is computed.
Second, the image is converted to the frequency domain using
DCT, resulting in a matrix where high and low frequency
coefficients can be located. DCT is defined as

C(u, v)= a(u)a(v)
∑M−1

x=0

∑N−1

y=0

f (x, y) cos
p(2x+ 1)u

2M

[ ]
cos

p(2y+ 1)

2N

[ ]

(5)

a(u) =
1���
M

√ u = 0���
2

M

√
u = 1, 2, . . . , M − 1
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⎪⎪⎩ (6)

a(v) =
1���
N

√ v = 0���
2

N

√
v = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩ (7)

where x, y are coordinates in the spatial domain, u, v are the
coordinates in the frequency domain and M, N are the dimensions
of the image. Third, a fixed number of coefficients from the new
matrix are set to zero, according to the zigzag scanning order. The
authors suggest discarding between 18 and 25 DCT coefficients
for the best recognition performance. However, recent DCT
methods have proven that truncating to zero some low-frequency
coefficients may discard important recognition information [23].
Finally, the high–low frequency matrix is returned to the spatial
domain using the inverse DCT.
2.1.5 Wavelet transform-based normalisation: Wavelet
decomposition has become popular in the illumination face
recognition area. Two important characteristics are: the ability to
provide a multi-resolution analysis of the image and the capability
of decomposing the image into sub-bands in both time and
frequency domains [24]. Du and Ward [25] were the first to
3



Fig. 3 Example of a relighting approach objective
present a photometric normalisation approach based on the discrete
wavelet transform (DWT). First, the DWT separates the image into
approximation and detail coefficients located in four sub-bands.
Mallat [26] expressed the DWT by wavelet and scaling basis
functions at different scales

f (x) =
∑
k

a0,kf0,k (x)+
∑
j

∑
k

d j,kc j,k (x) (8)

where f0,k and cj,k are scaling and wavelet functions at scale j, while
a0,k and dj,k are the approximation coefficients and the detail
coefficients, respectively. After 2D decomposition, the given
image contains several frequency components, where k is the scale
derived from the image size. A histogram equalisation (HE) is
applied on the approximation coefficients to increase the contrast
while the detail coefficients are multiplied by a scalar higher than
1 to enhance edges. In an image, the approximation coefficients
represent the global description corresponding to the
low-frequency components, and the detail coefficients are high
frequency values related to finer features. After all the sub-bands
were modified, the final representation is obtained through
inverse DWT.

2.1.6 Tan and Triggs normalisation (TT): The TT procedure
[27], named after its authors, removes illumination variations by
using an integrative framework, similar to a preprocessing chain
executed before feature extraction in a series of stages to counter
the effects of different lighting conditions. The stages are as
follows: (i) a gamma correction technique, using γ = 0.2, is first
applied to enhance the local dynamic range of the image; (ii) a
difference of Gaussian (DoG) filtering is used to remove the
influence of gradients. DoG suppresses high-frequency spatial
information while maintaining fine details, which are critically
important for recognition; and (iii) an optional masking step and a
contrast equalisation procedure are applied.

2.1.7 Weberfaces: Wang et al. [28] first proposed the use of a
normalisation technique based on Weber’s law. Weber’s law states
that small changes in a noisy environment may not be noticeable
while in a controlled set they are easily spotted. When applied to
illumination challenges on facial images, the smallest change is
depicted by the local variation and the noised stimulus represents
the illuminated face image. As a result, Weberfaces computes the
relative gradient by using the ratio between the difference of the
current pixel against its neighbours and the intensity of the current
pixel, as follows

W = arctan a
∑P−1

i=0

xc − xi
xc

( )
(9)

where xc is the centre pixel and xi its neighbourhoods. Hence, xc− xi
is the local variation, P is the number of neighbouring pixels, and α
is a parameter defined to control the local contrast.

2.1.8 Retina model: Retina modelling [29] was proposed by Vu
and Caplier to deal with uneven lighting conditions by mimicking
the performance of the human retina. The authors presented a
preprocessing technique composed of three layers: the
photoreceptors layer, the outer plexiform layer (OPL) and the
inner plexiform layer, the same as the human retina possesses.
The photoreceptors layer aims to highlight details at night or under
bright signals. To exploit and replace this ability, a non-linear
function based on the Naka–Rushton equation is used

Y = X

X + X0
(10)

where X represents the input values, and X0 is an adaptation factor,
which varies to increase the sensitivity of the method. To model
the processing inside the OPL for illumination normalisation, the
4

input image passes through two Gaussian low-pass filters and one
DoG filter. The use of different size filters allows elimination of
low frequency and high frequency noises.
3 Relighting

In this section, we summarise approaches related to applying a
relighting procedure to facial images. Relighting methods aim to
generate the appearance of an image under one or several lighting
conditions. Fig. 3 shows that the relighting approach objective is
to reduce illumination variations by increasing the similarity of the
illumination conditions of the enrolled image and the test image.
In general, relighting is a difficult pt requires knowing or
estimating the lighting information from the scene [30]. These
methods represent the changes because of the illumination in a
low-dimensional space or restore the conditions via filtering
techniques.

Also, some assumptions about the properties of the human face
(i.e. convex, Lambertian reflectivity) are required. However, Xie
et al. [31] reported a method to reduce the inaccuracy of face
relighting when the point light source and ‘ideal class’
assumptions are not true. Moreover, Elhabian and Farag [32–34]
reported breakthroughs in relighting when convex Lambertian and
non-Lambertian surfaces are take into consideration. The main
theory is related to a set of low frequency functions that represent
the ‘irradiance’ of an image. When dealing with convex
Lambertian surfaces, they proved that the use of hemispherical
harmonics (HSH) is a better approximation than the spherical
technique [35]. For non-Lambertian reflectance, they created a
low-dimensional subspace using the relation between its principal
components and a set of deterministic basis functions known as
‘irradiance harmonics’. In conclusion, new relighting methods
have surpassed previous drawbacks related to the availability of
images required to train the models and the computational
complexity required to implement them.
3.1 Bootstrap-based

The term ‘bootstrap’ refers to a subset of examples used as reference
to model the illumination conditions. Real applications, such as
forensics, usually have one image per subject as a gallery set;
however, the illumination in the probe set is uncontrolled, which
greatly affects performance. Thus, recent methods in this category
aim to synthesise new images under arbitrary lighting conditions.
This new image is close in lighting characteristics to the test
image, which reduces the variations in the matching process. To
accomplish this, these methods use available face databases, which
IET Comput. Vis., pp. 1–15
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Fig. 4 Workflow of a recognition system based on relighting and bootstrap modelling
contain several images from multiple illumination conditions and
subjects, as a bootstrap subspace to create new images. The
structure of a recognition system based on bootstrap is depicted in
Fig. 4. Further details about face synthesis are presented in [36].

Jia et al. [37] presented a generative method based on the linear
Lambertian property using a front-illuminated image as a template.
Liu et al. [38] proposed the generation of nine basis images by an
improved quotient image method to construct an illumination
subspace. Similarly, Almaddah et al. [35] proposed the use of
two-dimensional (2D) discriminative spherical spaces to extract
spherical harmonic bases and spherical illumination coefficients.
Spherical harmonics are a mathematical system analogous to the
Fourier transform that consists of a set of orthogonal basis
functions, but defined across the surface of a sphere. On the basis
of a single image, an illumination training set is constructed using
the properties of spherical spaces and then divided into two
directions in terms of the illumination quality and light direction of
each image. Xia et al. [39] introduced a method using four probe
images to simulate the lighting condition of the gallery image.
Lighting parameters of the unknown and known face images are
represented using a spherical harmonic approximation. Nevertheless,
as mentioned previously, HSH has been demonstrated to be a better
approximation than spherical harmonics; thus, HSH may compute
more accurate lighting parameters.

Another approach that attracted attention using bootstrap
modelling was the intrinsic illumination subspace presented by
Chen and Chen [40]. The main idea was to construct a set of
illumination images under all possible lighting conditions. As we
mentioned, the main drawback is that multiple illumination images
from a subject are usually not available. As a result, the authors
extended the original intrinsic illumination subspace to a new
approach [41], which they defined as generic intrinsic illumination
subspace. They claim that the appearance images of different
objects create different subspaces, while the illumination images of
different objects in the same class share a common generic subspace.
Fig. 5 Example of how a signal is generated using a dictionary
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In a different way, Lin et al. [42] localised mismatches by
applying a uniform partition to create a new lower-space
conformed by local images represented using Gabor feature
vectors. A Gabor feature can be obtained from the convolution of
a Gabor filter with one sample, and it is commonly used because
of its representation of the behaviour of receptive fields in the
human visual system. Then, each available training image is
relighted to a particular number of images to be used for
recognition. Last, Burnstone and Yin [43] introduced the concept
of eigenlights to construct a 5D subspace using
computer-generated 3D models with the objective of recovering
the illumination condition of the novel image. Eigenlights refers to
all PCA basis features that cover a reasonable amount of the entire
universe of possible lighting conditions. It is important to note that
using computer generated models removes the constraint of
requiring specific face databases.
3.2 Dictionary-based

Dictionary-based methods aim to find a representation that accounts
for most or all discriminant information of the test subject in terms of
the training set. It is mainly an optimisation problem about how to
determine the correct class of an image that yields a minimum
error. The main drawback is finding a set of training illuminations
that are sufficient to linearly represent the complete set of
illumination conditions. In Fig. 5, we show that constructing a
complete dictionary is essential to obtaining the desired signal or
response from the system. In other words, an insufficient number
of training illuminations greatly affects the recognition
performance; however, a large amount results in a big dictionary
affecting the computational load. We refer the reader to [44, 45]
for further details.

Hsu and Lin [46] suggested the illumination normalised and
component oriented (INCO) sparse-representation-based
5



classification (SRC) method. Sparseness means to seek the most
compact representation in terms of a linear combination of atoms
in an overcomplete dictionary. They demonstrated that using the
TT in combination with Gabor features, it is possible to improve
the recognition performance of SRC approaches. Ma et al. [47]
introduced a rank minimisation approach fused with a sparse
representation used for a dictionary learning process robust to
illumination. Similarly, Wang et al. [48] created an illumination
variation dictionary constructed with pairwise difference images
from generic subjects in logarithmic domain. Also, Patel et al. [49]
presented an algorithm to relight face images based on a
non-stationary stochastic filter. After generating multiple images
with different illuminations, a dictionary is trained for each face
class and then used for the recognition task. Methods based on
dictionaries can cover a wide range of lighting conditions, but at
the cost of higher implementation and computational time.
4 Unlighting

Unlighting methods seek to effectively separate illumination noise
from important recognition features. The goal of methods in this
category is to remove illumination variations by using different
descriptors or domains. Unlighting can be implemented in the
preprocessing stage or in the feature extraction stage as shown in
Fig. 6. We refer to algorithms implemented in the preprocessing
stage and linked to the retinex theory as photometric-based. Also,
we call those implemented in the feature extraction step, focusing
their attention on robust descriptors, feature-based. New
approaches have shown outstanding results using low-complexity
algorithms to remove non-uniform illumination. Also, the process
of extracting features has been emphasised by using local
approaches and still showing good computational speed for real
applications.

4.1 Photometric-based

The methods in this section aim to obtain stability by decreasing
illumination variations using non-complex image processing
techniques at the preprocessing stage. As mentioned in a previous
section, photometric-based approaches are linked to the retinex
theory and their main objective is the estimation of the
Fig. 6 Workflow of a recognition system based on unlighting

Preprocessing and feature extraction stages are emphasised according to the user’s decision to

6

illumination component. Since illumination lies in low-frequency
coefficients and discriminant information is mostly located in the
high-frequency region, photometric-based methods start to
decompose the image at different levels.

According to Baradarani and Wu [50], face images can be
decomposed simultaneously into low- and high-resonance
components to remove the unwanted information. This
demonstrates that energy distribution of sub-bands seems to appear
different for an image with good illumination effects against one
with high illumination variations. Fan and Zhang [51] proposed
the use of a modified homomorphic filer combined with a HE for
illumination suppressing and contrast enhancement. Lin and Chiu
[52] proposed a multiscale down-up sampling to generate blur
images that contain low-frequency components. Then, by dividing
the original and the blur images, different face details are
obtained. Wang et al. [53] decomposed the image into two new
images, and then applied a minimum-and-maximum filter to the
high-frequency part and a shadow removal to the low-frequency
part. Luo et al. [54] suggested the use of a mean estimation
method to simulate the illumination component of the image.
Then, a post-processing step is performed to reduce noise and
highlight facial texture features. Li et al. [55] introduced the
concepts of average intensity, kurtosis and clarity to adaptively
determine images with shadows in a training set and move them
to a shadow set. Kurtosis measures how outlier-prone the
distribution of face images is; on the other hand, clarity is
obtained by dividing the average intensity by the number of edge
pixels in the image. Jie et al. [56] suggested the use of an
improved retinex algorithm based on a global and local non-linear
enhancement of face images. Bui et al. [57] introduced the use of
a de-noising model based on max-filter and Weberface
to eliminate the influence of quantum noise and quantisation
noise, which affect the recognition performance. Jin and Xu [58]
proposed a logarithmic non-local total variation method
inspired by the Rudin–Osher–Fatemi model. The approach is
based on an adaptive smoothing filter that can be used to estimate
the illumination component. The main weaknesses of
photometric-based methods are: how accurately the illumination
component is estimated or how precisely the high-frequency and
low-frequency components are separated. Hence, it is critical to
obtain new measures that can evaluate them, allowing better
approximations and, consequently, better performance.
restore ideal illumination or to obtain robust feature descriptors
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Other algorithms have added to the retinex theory non-traditional
paths to remove illumination variations; for example, fuzzy theory
and empirical mode decomposition (EMD). Huang et al. [59]
proposed EMD to analyse non-linear or non-stationary 1D
functions. EMD decomposes a signal into a series of zero-mean
sub-signals called intrinsic mode functions (IMFs). Vishwakarma
[60] proposed a fuzzy set of polynomial decreasing membership
functions to suppress the illumination variations. A fuzzy set is a
group of rules that have a certain degree of membership, which
emulates human reasoning and decision-making to overcome
problems. Bayu and Miura [61] used two models to construct an
adaptive contrast ratio based on fuzzy rules and optimised by
genetic algorithms. Comparably, Singh et al. [62] applied an
illumination normalisation technique to only those facial images
which are not properly illuminated. A decision-based rough
membership function first classifies an image into normal, shadow
or dark using a global descriptor composed of four statistical
parameters: (i) average mean level, (ii) standard deviation, (iii)
uniformity and (iv) entropy. Then, homomorphic normalisation is
applied to dark images and self-quotient image is applied to
shadow images. For the next group, Xie [63] proposed the use of
EMD as a tool for multiscale analysis to reduce the effects of
shadows. Chen et al. [64] introduced a fast adaptive bidimensional
EMD (FABEMD) approach to obtain multilayer detail images
measured by the number of extremum points and local variance.
In addition, they presented [65] a fusion framework with
FABEMD as a decomposition method, but now increasing the
number of measures. Similarly, Zhou et al. [66] used a fast
bidimensional ensemble EMD approach to first decompose an
image into IMFs, and then calculate the weights for quantifying
the amount of discriminant information presented in each layer.
Methods based on EMD are affected by the type of approach used
to calculate the extrema points, which represents most of the
computational time. In contrast, fuzzy theory algorithms do not
have a systematic approach to address the illumination challenges;
they are constructed using empirical rules that may lead to a
different recognition performance.

4.1.1 Discrete cosine transform: Earlier proposals to use the
DCT to deal with illumination in face recognition were discussed
above. In this section, we review those recent methods that
propose a viable solution that overcomes previous DCT drawbacks
and obtains a better performance. For example, Zhao et al. [67]
removed illumination variations in large areas, setting some
low-frequency coefficients to zero and then applying a local
normalisation technique. Goel et al. [68] first applied a contrast
limiting adaptive HE (CLAHE) technique for image stretching and
then low-frequency DCT coefficients were down-scaled by some
factor to obtain an image without illumination problems. CLAHE,
unlike HE, is a local method that enhances small parts of the
images called tiles. A year later, the same authors [69] introduced
a fusion method by using DWT to decompose the original image
into one low-frequency and three high-frequency sub-bands. Then,
DCT is employed on the low-frequency part for illumination
compensation. Du et al. [70] used DCT coefficients in such a way
that the low-frequency part is attenuated, since the illumination
effect lies here, while the high-frequency part is accentuated by an
experimental factor. Pu and Wang [71] proposed a wavelet
approach to first denoise the image and then use an entropy
measure to decide how to rescale the low-frequency DCT
coefficients. Comparably, Naderi et al. [72] developed an adaptive
method to adjust low-frequency DCT components separately
depending on the lighting condition in the image.

Applying DCT as a local approach has shown competitive
recognition results. Mendez-Vázquez et al. [23] estimated the
compensation term by smoothing the image from the
low-frequency part using a local DCT. Lian et al. [73] removed
the effect of noise by discarding high-frequency DCT coefficients.
After that, a local relation map (LRM) is employed. In a similar
way, Lian et al. [74] used local low-frequency DCT coefficients to
estimate the illumination of each point and then refined by using a
mean operator.
IET Comput. Vis., pp. 1–15
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4.1.2 Wavelet decomposition: By using wavelet
decomposition advantages, recent approaches obtain the
approximate coefficients and detail coefficients, which correspond
to low-frequency and high-frequency parts, respectively. Also,
they choose to perform the division in several frequency
sub-bands to obtain a better image decomposition. The linear
computational complexity of wavelets and the independence from
training data make the strategy convenient for real applications
[75]. In this section, we review new methods that have improved
wavelet decomposition resulting in better performance and faster
execution compared to regular wavelet theory.

Hu [76] based his method on three steps that include DWT and a
multi-scale reflectance model capable of preserving the illumination
discontinuities corresponding to the high-frequency component. As
a result, it can reduce the halo artefacts, which increases the
general recognition performance. Yuan et al. [77] analysed the
image using wavelet transform and mapped it by employing a
method that normalises the distribution of illumination energy. The
main contribution is a lighting equilibrium distribution map that
retains primary local features by blurring the distance between the
test image and reference illumination map in the logarithmic
domain. Baradarani et al. [78] presented the possibility of
suppressing illumination using double-density dual-tree complex
wavelet transform (DD-DTCWT). Using DD-DTCWT results in
three main advantages: (i) shift-invariance, (ii) directional-selectivity
and (iii) extra information by using double-density wavelets.
Manikatan et al. [79] proposed a 2D-DWT to perform multilevel
illumination suppression, extract edge features and obtain edge
localisation. Then, a feature selection based on binary particle
swarm optimisation (BPSO) is used to reduce the dimensionality
and the computational cost. BPSO is mainly a feature selection
process used to search the feature space for the optimal
discriminant information. Cheng et al. [80] introduced an
unlighting method based on modelling the retinal illumination
using the Naka–Rushton equation and wavelet decomposition.
Last, Lai et al. [81] proposed the assignation of different weights
to wavelet sub-bands depending on the contribution to the
recognition task. By tuning the weight assigning process,
beneficial sub-bands for the recognition process are strengthened
while harmful sub-bands are weakened.
4.2 Feature-based

The main principle of state-of-the-art feature-based unlighting
algorithms is to obtain robust representations using face
descriptors that include the most important characteristics for
recognition. Feature-based approaches are less sensitive to changes
in intensity, achieving a globally consistent matching result. They
can be used with a common preprocessing technique; however, the
main contribution must be related to the extraction of discriminant
information.

One example is the approach proposed by Mitra [82], which
utilises a Gaussian mixture models (GMMs)-based technique built
by Fourier transform to extract shape and texture of face images.
GMM exploits the phase spectrum to model unknown and
complex distributional shapes and it does not require previous
preprocessing to remove illumination variations. Chen et al. [83]
suggested a Wiener filter in the Fourier domain derived from the
power law spectra assumption of natural images. The proposed
method retains robust illumination features at every frequency of
the spectrum. Rizo-Rodríguez et al. [84] proposed a quaternion
discrete Fourier transform to obtain quaternion features to use in
combination with correlation filters. The main benefit of the
quaternion algebra is the possibility of encapsulating and
processing together the multi-band information [85], which means
covering different important features for recognition in one step. In
gradientfaces, the ratio between the y- and x-gradients of an image
is a robust face illumination descriptor; however, it only takes two
mutual vertical directions into account. Chen and Zhang [86]
presented different directional gradients to reflect different face
features. The method constructed a multi-directional orthogonal
7



gradient phase face (OGPF) by introducing directional derivative
into the image calculation. Similarly, Zhu et al. [87] fused diverse
components from gradient theory, such as logarithm gradient
orientation, logarithm gradient magnitude and spectral wavelength,
into a robust descriptor. Experiments were performed for both
homogeneous and heterogeneous lighting conditions. When
working on feature-based approaches, it is important to evaluate
the discrimination ability and the robustness of the selected facial
features. If the selection process is not adequate, they are easily
outperformed by photometric-based techniques.

More complex descriptors include a binary non-subsampled
contourlet transform (B-NSCT) for a multi-scale and
multi-directional analysis of face images presented by Soyel et al.
[88]. The main objective is to extract a binary representation of the
intrinsic geometrical information and use it to characterise the
facial texture. Non-subsampled contourlet transform (NSCT) is a
flexible image decomposition approach that offers multi-scale,
multi-direction and shift-invariant features. Comparatively, Srisuk
[89] proposed the use of a sub-micro pattern encoding operator as
a face representation. It is known that an intensity value can be
represented as a micro-pattern descriptor, thus the author uses the
variations in micro-features as useful information to obtain
rotation-invariant patterns. In contrast, Han et al. [90] proposed a
method for extracting Gabor features combined with a feature
point selection analysis. Feature point selection analysis tries to
maximise the separability of classes while making the correlation
between feature vectors as small as possible. Ma et al. [91]
proposed an algorithm based on NSCT and the NeighShrink
denoising model to obtain an effective illumination representation.
NSCT is used to preserve edges and the NeighShrink denoising
model is applied to consider the correlation of neighbouring
contourlet transform coefficients. Cao et al. [92] presented the use
of different approaches for the training images and testing images.
The NeighShrink denoising model is used to retain important
signal features from the training set. In addition, test images are
reconstructed directly from the detail coefficients by truncating the
approximation coefficients. Zhao et al. [93] introduced a greyscale
arranging pairs (GAP) algorithm, which considers global spatial
correlations of pixels in the entire region of an image as features.
Bashier et al. [94] proposed the use of local trapezoid features
extracted by a trapezoid rule that does not require dimensionality
reduction. Zhang et al. [95] proposed the use of phase congruency
as dimensionless features to classify faces under different
illumination conditions. They are obtained by first decomposing
the image using BEMD and then applying Riesz transform to
obtain monogenic phase. Finally, Nowruzi et al. [96] proposed a
Fig. 7 Summary of relighting methods
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combination of local scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT)
key-points based on the variations of illumination in the training
data. SIFT features are obtained after smoothing and
down-sampling the input image while creating a pyramid of DoG.
One of the contributions is lowering the cost of recognition on
large databases to an acceptable range.

4.2.1 Local binary pattern (LBP): Local descriptors represent
image properties from a local image region or its local
neighbourhood content. They usually take more time to extract
discriminant information, but usually perform better in recognition.
For example, one of the famous local descriptors used in recent
years is the LBP [97]. To use LBP, the face image is divided into
small blocks from which features are extracted. The values of the
centre of each block are compared to other points in the
neighbourhood and finally a binary pattern is created. The main
characteristic is that LBP features are invariant to any monotonic
transformation.

Biglari et al. [98] introduced a multi-region uniform LBP
approach as a robust feature extraction approach. Two blocks of
different sizes are used inside the feature extraction process to
gather information about the image at different local and global
levels. Similarly, Hong et al. [99] proposed a dynamic
morphological quotient image (DMQI) combined with an
improved LBP. DMQI is used to compensate for the lighting
variations while LBP constructs the feature vectors. Lian et al.
[100] extracted LBP features from filtered images in a logarithmic
domain. The main contribution is a novel distance metric for the
LBP approach where pixel-level information is fused in the
measurements. Kim et al. [101] extended the centre-symmetric
LBP (CS-LBP) [102] by reordering the bit priorities of the local
descriptor. The main advantages are that CS-LBP produces fewer
binary units in comparison to the LBP approach, and the algorithm
emphasises the diagonal components which contain more
discriminative information. It is important to consider that LBP
approaches do not work well in noisy or homogeneous images
because of the thresholding scheme used inside the operator.
Moreover, the construction of the LBP blocks must have special
attention because, if not carefully chosen, it may cause poor
performance, high computational cost and inefficient information
storage.

4.2.2 Linear subspaces: Images are constructed from
high-dimensional pixel arrays, resulting in high-dimensional
examples that are difficult to handle in the recognition framework.
As a result, the methods in this category create feature vectors that
IET Comput. Vis., pp. 1–15
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Fig. 8 Summary of unlighting methods
belong to a linear low-dimensional space and represent the most
discriminant information. A general review of common approaches
using subspaces is found in [103].

Lee et al. [104] proposed facial feature unlighting from differential
2D-PCA (D2D-PCA), which is constructed by simple subtraction of
the 2D-PCA feature vector. Afterward, half-images are used to
minimise illumination effects and then each individual score is
combined using a weighted-summation operation. Banerjee and
Banerjee [105] first extracted the phase spectrum and then
performed a global PCA for robust illumination features. The
authors aim to construct a linear subspace that models the phase
variations for a specific subject. Ramachandra-Murthy and Ghosh
[106] employed a reflectance-illumination model with a maximum
filter to obtain illumination robust features. Next, a two-stage
two-dimensional LDA (2S2DLDA) is performed. 2S2DLDA
computes the corresponding eigenvectors more efficiently by
considering both row and column correlations. Linear subspace
methods are commonly affected by the requirement of more than
one image for training which is not always possible to fulfil. Also,
the construction of the feature matrix must be efficient; hence,
describing sufficient discriminant information without increasing
the computational load.
Table 2 Five subsets according to the angle of the light source
directions

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5

angle 0°–12° 13°–25° 26°–50° 51°–77° >78°
number of images 7 12 12 14 19
5 Comparative table

When proposing novel approaches in real face recognition
applications, in our opinion, three factors are decisive: (i)
accuracy, (ii) simplicity and (iii) number of parameters. Thus, in
Figs. 7 and 8, we summarise performance (P), ease of
implementing (EI) the algorithm, the number of required
parameters (NOP) such as filter widths, computation time or
variables tuned by the user, and attributes of the relighting and
unlighting main approaches.

Attributes represent important comments, advantages or
disadvantages that make the technique different from other
approaches. Moreover, we depicted each cell with a colour that
visually represents how effective the method is in each category.
Hence, red indicates that the algorithm has problems in this
section, yellow represents an average behaviour and green
confirms great potential to excel in this particular area. It is our
intent to contrast the most important methods in each proposed
IET Comput. Vis., pp. 1–15
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category and provide clues of current directions in illumination
face recognition.
6 Face databases

In this section, we describe the most important databases used by
researchers in face recognition under different illuminations. We
aim to provide some recommendations for use in experiments with
the advantage of being a standard for comparison to other
methods. However, it is important to clarify that methods reviewed
in this work have a preference for certain databases (Table 4), thus
these will get more attention in our results.
6.1 Yale face database B

Yale face database B [107] consists of 10 subjects under 576
different viewing conditions (9 poses × 64 illumination conditions).
Extended Yale face database B [108] is a relatively new version of
Yale face database B which has 28 subjects seen under the same
viewing conditions. We will refer to the fusion of these two
databases as the complete Yale face database B. As the algorithms
analysed here are related to illumination variations, only the frontal
face images under different illuminations are selected. The
complete Yale face database B consists of a set of images that
were captured only with the room lights off. Most of the
approaches analysed divide into five subsets according to the angle
between the light source direction and camera axis (Table 2) to
select the training set and the test set. Other algorithms prefer a set
that includes the total number of images (‘All’) and then select
random images for training and the remainder for testing.

In Table 3, we show which subject images inside each subset are
included. The name indicates the pose, the azimuth and the elevation
9



Table 4 Number of methods that use the illumination face databases
for experiments

CAS-PEARL-R1 C-Yale B CMU-PIE FERET Multi-PIE Yale B

1 (1%) 37
(33.3%)

29
(26.1%)

7
(6.3%)

3 (2.7%) 34
(30.6%)

Table 3 Images used in each subset

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5

P00A + 000E + 00 P00A + 000E + 20 P00A + 000E + 45 P00A + 035E + 65 P00A + 000E + 90
P00A + 005E + 10 P00A + 000E− 20 P00A + 000E− 35 P00A + 050E− 40 P00A + 085E + 20
P00A + 005E− 10 P00A + 010E− 20 P00A + 020E− 40 P00A + 060E + 20 P00A + 085E− 20
P00A + 010E + 00 P00A + 015E + 20 P00A + 035E + 15 P00A + 060E− 20 P00A + 095E + 00
P00A − 005E + 10 P00A + 020E + 10 P00A + 035E + 40 P00A + 070E + 00 P00A + 110E + 15
P00A − 005E− 10 P00A + 020E− 10 P00A + 035E− 20 P00A + 070E + 45 P00A + 110E + 40
P00A − 010E + 00 P00A + 025E + 00 P00A + 050E + 00 P00A + 070E− 35 P00A + 110E + 65

P00A− 010E − 20 P00A − 020E− 40 P00A− 035E + 65 P00A + 110E− 20
P00A− 015E + 20 P00A − 035E + 15 P00A− 050E− 40 P00A + 120E + 00
P00A− 020E + 10 P00A − 035E + 40 P00A− 060E + 20 P00A + 130E + 20
P00A− 020E − 10 P00A − 035E− 20 P00A− 060E− 20 P00A − 085E + 20
P00A− 025E + 00 P00A − 050E + 00 P00A− 070E + 00 P00A− 085E− 20

P00A− 070E + 45 P00A − 095E + 00
P00A− 070E− 35 P00A − 110E + 15

P00A − 110E + 40
P00A − 110E + 65
P00A− 110E− 20
P00A − 120E + 00
P00A − 130E + 20
used when the images were acquired. For example, P00A + 000E +
00 represents frontal pose, 0° azimuth and 0° elevation.
6.2 Carnegie Mellon University (CMU)

The CMU database for pose, illumination and expression
(CMU-PIE) [109] consists of data from 68 individuals across 13
different poses, under 43 different illumination conditions, and
with 4 different expressions. There are two lighting conditions:
lights-off and lights-on. The lights-off and lights-on sets contain
21 images and 24 images per person, respectively. Only frontal
face images under different lighting conditions and neutral
expression are selected as the input of the methods. Owing to the
success of the PIE database, a new CMU multi-PIE [110] database
increased the number of subjects to 337 under 15 view points and
19 illumination conditions and the number of sessions up to 4.
Fig. 9 Examples from different databases

From top to bottom: (i) Yale B, (ii) CAS-PEAL-R1, (iii) UHDB11 and (iv) CMU
6.3 CAS-PEAL-R1

Recently, a large-scale Chinese face database, pose, expression,
accessories and lighting (PEAL) [111] has been getting more
attention for face recognition experiments and methods
assessment. The complete database contains 99 594 images of
1040 subjects (595 males and 445 females) under many
conditions. CAS-PEAL-R1 is a subset of the complete database
that has been made publicly available to researchers, and which
contains 30 863 images of 1040 subjects. For illumination
evaluation, three groups from CAS-PEAL-R1 are important: train,
normal and lighting. The train group is composed of 1200 images
from different folders. The normal group is represented by 1040
frontal images of 1040 subjects without variations. The lighting
group is represented by 2450 images under at least 9 lighting
conditions. The Train group is used to train the face recognition
framework, the normal group is mainly used as the gallery set and
the lighting group as the probe set. Illumination conditions are not
the same for each subject and illumination interference is
presented, which makes this database challenging for experiments.
10
6.4 Face Recognition Technology (FERET)

The FERET database [112] contains 14 126 images with variations
in lighting, aging and expression, among others. All the images
from 15 sessions between August 1993 and July 1996 have been
collected and saved in different sets. For illumination evaluation,
our attention is focused on two specific frontal-view subsets, (i) Fa
and (ii) Fc. The ‘Fa’ subset, composed of 1196 images of 1196
subjects, is used as the training set, while the ‘Fc’ subset,
containing 194 images under different illuminations, is used as the
test set.

Fig. 9 and Table 4 shows the number and percentage of papers that
use a specific face database for experiments. We can see that the
IET Comput. Vis., pp. 1–15
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Table 5 Entropy, average intensity and clarity measurements results

Algorithm SSR MR DCT Retina TT SQI Wavelet WEB Raw

entropy 5.8 6.0 6.3 6.1 6.8 7.1 6.6 7.2 5.0
average intensity 199.0 195.0 137.0 153.0 134.0 186.0 124.0 142.0 15.0
clarity (e-03) 76.3 70.6 33.6 31.1 22 30.6 31.7 20.5 8.8
complete Yale B, Yale B and CMU-PIE databases are the most
popular for experimentation and results.
Fig. 11 Rank-100 identification plot using the complete Yale B face
database
7 Experimental results

7.1 Experiment 1

The objective of this experiment is to assess past state-of-the-art
algorithms in terms of quality and natural appearance metrics. This
will contribute a baseline for new methods seeking illumination
assessment research directions. In Table 5, three measures are
calculated to demonstrate the benefits of using each approach to
deal with illumination problems by increasing contrast and visual
quality (Fig. 10). The image used to calculate all the values
corresponds to ‘P00A + 000E + 90’ from Yale face database
B. First, the entropy is calculated using the following equation

E = −
∑

Pj · log2(Pj) (11)

where Pj is the probability of pixel j to appear in an image. Entropy is
the amount of information that characterises the texture of the input
image. Low entropy images have little contrast and large sets of
similar values. On the other hand, high entropy images have better
contrast and visualisation of important information. Second, the
average intensity of each method is computed using the following
equation

A =
∑

g · hg∑
hg

(12)

where hg denotes the number of occurrences at the grey level g in the
image. A high average intensity number means a brighter image,
while a low average number determines that the image is shaded.
The desired number would be an average intensity value around
the middle, which indicates that the histogram is uniform, covering
different pixel values from both tones. Third, the clarity measure
proposed by Li et al. [55] is used according to the following equation

C = A

En

(13)

where A corresponds to the average intensity number and En is the
number of edge pixels extracted by a canny operator. A lower
clarity value means more edges and, as a consequence, more
shadows. A higher clarity determines that the image is ‘cleaner’
and the edges correspond only to the important face features.

In terms of entropy, Weberfaces have the highest value, meaning
they offer better contrast and information compression. About
average intensity, DCT, wavelet and TT values are located in the
Fig. 10 Visual comparison for face images after applying unlighting past state-o
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middle, which means that their pixels have been better distributed
along the histogram. Clarity results show that SSR and MR
techniques present cleaner images with fewer cast shadows and
edges.
7.2 Experiment 2

In this experiment, identification results reported by the authors of
selected new papers and past state-of-the-art methods are
presented. For new methods, rank-1 recognition rates are
summarised. For past approaches, in Fig. 11, an identification plot
using rank-100 is displayed. This experiment was performed using
the Yale B and complete Yale B face databases. We selected the
most significant results from each category with the aim of
providing the actual percentage of accuracy obtained by
state-of-the-art methods. The methods are divided according to
proposed categorisation: unlighting feature-based (UFE),
unlighting photometric-based (UP), relighting bootstrap-based
(RB) and relighting dictionary-based (RD). In addition, we would
like to emphasise that final results are based on the ability to
f-the-art approaches on Yale face database B
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Table 6 Rank-1 recognition rate for each method in different categories using Yale face database (top) and complete Yale face database B (bottom) with
ideal reference images

Category Method Ref. S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 All

UFE multi-OGPF [86] — 100 100 100 100 —
UFE B-NSCT [88] — 100 100 100 100 —
UFE WT-NeighShrink [92] — 100 100 100 100 —
UP DD-DTCWT [78] — 100 100 100 100 —
UP Resonance [50] — 100 100 100 100 —
UP fuzzy + LFDCT [60] — — 100 100 100 —
UP FABEMD [65] — 100 100 100 100 —
RD ECS-PUM [42] — 100 100 100 99.13 —

Category Method Ref. S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 All

UP DTCWT [78] — 100 100 98.68 99.03 —
UP resonance [50] — 100 100 98.68 99.16 —
UP DWT [76] — 100 100 98.86 99.35 —
UP WT-Retinal [80] — 99.78 99.44 98.47 97.78 —
UP fuzzy + LFDCT [60] — — 100 98.87 98.06 —
UFE wGAP [93] — 100 100 99.51 100 99.82
handle illumination; however, some approaches also reported being
robust in other categories, like occlusion.

Tables 6 and 7 summarise results in Yale B with ideal reference
images and a single ideal reference image used as training sets. As
ideal we refer to images well-illuminated from S1. To make a fair
match, new approaches were compared under the same conditions
of training, reference, and test images. For Yale B, we can observe
that almost all the selected methods guaranteed 100% accuracy.
However, when using a single image, PS + LDCT [23] showed a
better general performance.

Following the complete Yale B database, wGAP [93] and NDF
[83] presented the best performance compared to the others. For
past approach scenarios, Fig. 11 contains the results using the
open source biometric recognition [113] (OpenBR) collaborative
framework and the complete Yale face database B with ideal
reference images as the training set. The retina model method
showed the best identification rate. The OpenBR development is
focused on facial recognition research as a starting point and it is
continuously maintained and improved by the authors and the
community. We applied the following command ‘Open + Cvt
Table 7 Rank-1 recognition rate for each method in different categories using
a single ideal image for training

Category Method Ref. S1

UP mean-LDA [54] —
UP DD-DTCWT [78] — 1
UP PS + LDCT [23] 100 1
UP FABEMD [65] 100 1
RB Gabor-SHB [35] —
RB 26D-NMF [41] 100 1
UFE multi-OGPF [86] 100 1

Category Method Ref. S1

UP fuzzy +NN [61] —
UP DD-DTCWT [78] — 9
UP WT-Retinal [80] 98.25 9
UP PS + LDCT [23] 100 1
RB 26D-NMF [41] 100 1
RB HR + PCA [39] —
RB 9-basis [38] —
UFE NDF [83] 100 1

Table 8 Rank-1 recognition rate for each method in different categories using

Category Method Ref. S1

UFE NDF [83] 97.15 94
UFE IS-SIFT [96] 99.99 1
RD DFR [49] —
UP WT-Retinal [80] 97.75

12
(Grey) + CvtFloat + PCA(0.95):Dist(L2)’ for all the algorithms to
obtain the scores on cropped images. As our intention is to show
the ability to handle illumination problems, we used a simple
feature extraction and matching steps. The OpenBR command, that
is replacing both stages, refers to a PCA procedure and a
normalised L2 distance metric.

Table 8 contains the results when random images or all images
with different illumination conditions are selected as reference.
This restriction is particularly important when the application has
low access or no access to ideal images for training purposes. In
this instance, IS-SIFT [96] obtained the highest recognition from
reported results.
7.3 Experiment 3

The objective of this experiment is to assess the performance of past
approaches for verification tasks using the complete Yale B and
CAS-PEAL-R1 databases.
Yale face database (top) and complete Yale face database B (bottom) with

S2 S3 S4 S5 All

— — — — 99.05
00 100 99.29 100 —
00 100 100 99.49 —
00 100 99.29 100 —
— — — — 97.15
00 100 94.29 — —
00 100 97.93 99.76 —

S2 S3 S4 S5 All

— — — — 99.84
8.27 98.90 95.87 97.37 —
6.27 97.73 95.61 94.46 96.03
00 99.06 99.34 96.53 —
00 100 90.13 — —
— — — — 98.50
— — — — 90.64
00 100 100 100 —

complete Yale Face database B and random reference images

S2 S3 S4 S5 All

.96 94.42 96.47 98.54 —
00 99.97 99.96 99.91 —
— — — — 99.17
96 96.33 95.24 95.22 95.86
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Fig. 12 ROC curve for the complete Yale B database

Table 9 Rank-1 recognition rate for each method in different categories
using CMU-PIE

Category Method Ref 1RC ARC NTR

UFE multi-OGPF [86] — 100 1
UFE B-NSCT [88] — 99.82 6
UFE WT-NeighShrink [92] — 99.27 3
UFE wGAP [93] 100 — 10
UFE NDF [83] 100 100 1
UP Mean-LDA [54] — 100 1
UP DD-DTCWT [78] 100-98.97 — 4-1
UP DWT [76] 99.87 99.48 10
UP resonance [50] 99.51 — 3
UP fuzzy + LFDCT [60] 100 — 1
UP FABEMD [65] 99.80 — 1
RD DFR [49] 99.0 — 1
RB 9-basis [38] 100 — 1
RB 26D-NMF [41] 99.43 — 1
RB Gabor-SHB [35] — 95.89 1

Table 10 Rank-1 recognition rate for each method in different
categories using multi-PIE

Category Method Ref. ARC NTR

UFE NDF [83] 100 1
RB Gabor-SHB [35] 96.77 1
RD INCO-SRC [46] 95.20 1
Since there are not many experiments based on CAS-PEAL-R1,
the results presented here can be used as the baseline. These
results are obtained using the same settings employed in
experiment 2. In Fig. 12, for the complete Yale B database, the
best true acceptance rate (TAR) at 10−3 belongs to the retina
model approach. Moreover, Fig. 13 reveals that the best TAR at
10−3, for the CAS-PEAL-R1 database, corresponds to the TT
algorithm.
7.4 Experiment 4

In this experiment, the CMU-PIE and multi-PIE databases are used
for the identification task. In Table 9, NTR indicates the number of
training images used for each approach, 1RC specifies performance
Fig. 13 ROC curve for the CAS-PEAL-R1 database
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when ideal images are used as the training set, and ARC implies
average performance when all illumination images are used as
references. From the UFE methods, multi-OGPF [86], wGAP [93]
and NDF [83] provided 100% accuracy. From the UP group,
mean-LDA [54], DD-DTCWT [78] and fuzz + LFDCT [60] had
the same results. In the same way, the 9-basis [38] relighting
approach had a full recognition result. Multi-PIE results in
Table 10 demonstrated that NDF [83] exceeds other methods,
maintaining the 100% recognition performance.
8 Conclusion

Research methods in the field of illumination face recognition can be
grouped into two categories: (i) relighting-based and (ii)
unlighting-based methods. Generally, relighting methods try to
match the probe’s illumination conditions using a subset of
representative gallery images while the unlighting methods seek to
suppress the effects, either by changing gallery + probe images to
ideal illumination or by obtaining robust face features. Four
experiments were performed to offer directions of research related
to visual quality assessment, identification and verification tasks.
The first experiment proved that using quality measures helps
determine how good the method is at providing natural visual face
images. The Weberfaces method achieved the best performance in
terms of the entropy. For the identification experiment, best
performance was reported by wGAP [93] and NDF [83]
algorithms, if we consider the results in the most popular
databases. For the verification task, the retina model excelled for
the complete Yale B database while the TT approach resulted in
better TAR when using the CAS-PEAL-R1 database. In
conclusion, unlighting methods have been demonstrated to be a
practical solution to address illumination challenges when the
number of subjects is relatively small. It is important to highlight
that if the objective is robustness to different effects, such as
illumination+occlusion or illumination+pose, relighting approaches
have been shown to be easily adapted to this purpose without
decreasing general recognition performance.
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